
Overseas Logistics

& Distribution



About us

We provide sea, rail, road and air freight services both domestic 

and international, as well logistics services.

Our experience in logistics and custom-tailored approach to 

every customer makes us a reliable partner in business. 

We accompany our customers at every stage of the supply 

chain and support their continuous development.



Competence

We share our knowledge

and insight into the market 

with our Clients, aiding the 

development of Your 

business.

Our values

Global reach

In Asia and Europe, we cooperate with 

an extensive network of Agents and 

Partners, which allows us to organise

transports all across the globe.

Reliable team

It’s the employees who make the company. They are the 

most important value of OL&D. Their commitment and 

everyday work translate directly to the trust and loyalty 

we enjoy from the Clients. Thanks to good work 

environment based on mutual trust and stimulating 

atmosphere, we can boast a team of competent 

professionals.

Individual approach

We put a lot of effort into understanding our 

Clients’ needs, which allows us to use the 

most optimal solutions. Custom-tailored 

approach guarantees satisfying current 

needs of the client.



Check our offer

Logistics operations 

and warehousing

We offer warehouse logistics services tailored to the needs 

of the customer. We design and implement logistics solutions for clients with 

specific needs and unusual cargo.

We pay extra attention to small and medium companies, who outsource warehousing to

be able to focus on sales, production etc. Thanks to our solutions, we enhance the

improvement of effectiveness of logistics processes, in effect reducing the logistics

costs in our customer’s company.

We integrate IT solutions with customers’ main systems, taking into account materials

management resulting from sales processes. We have an experienced team of managers

and young, dedicated personnel, for whom every challenge is an opportunity.

Services we provide:

handling (including bulk cargo)

storage

warehousing

groupage

copacking

handling returns

customs warehousing



Check our offer

Sea freight

We offer sea freight services, ensuring safe 
and timely deliveries of import and export shipments.

Our sea freight includes Full Container Loads (FCL) as well as Less than 

Container Loads (LCL), neutral and dangerous goods.

Our service is complemented by full range of customs and port procedures

support.

Services we provide:

FCL / LCL in import and export

intermodal transport

door to door services

regular import consoles (LCL) from the Far East to 

Europe

long term relations with shipowners and contracts 

which guarantee space allocation

favourable insurance policy terms

container transport to/from ports

cargo consolidation

full customs service including import/export clearance 

(transfer, marketing authorization, Article 33a simplified 

clearance, ATA carnets)

quality assurance of the cargo and packaging method



Check our offer

Air freight 

Services we provide:

customs clearance services

full airport service for import and export

door-to-airport transport

airport-to-airport transport

airport-to-door transport

Finding a compromise between time and demand for 

the goods, we offer a wide range of air freight services. 

Our air freight experts will suggest flexible solutions which will meet 
many challenges.

We cooperate only with proven air carriers, which makes us sure of our services. Our

experts are constantly in touch with the Client, which is the core of the cooperation. We

successfully deliver full service for import and export shipments to and from all airports in

Poland, Germany and Austria.



Check our offer 

Rail freight

Services we provide:

full range of FCL / LCL in import and export 

services

transporting goods under EXW, FOB conditions 

(terminal)

our own LCL console to Warsaw and Hamburg

optional shipment tracking

distribution across entire Poland and Central 

Eastern Europe

Rail freight is an alternative to air and sea freight. It allows

companies to save time and money, at the same time giving the
opportunity to quickly move the necessary goods.

We pick up cargo from and to all 11 Chinese container terminals, both under EXW

and FOB conditions (terminal). We arrange delivery and distribution all across

Poland and Europe.

Our experts will be Your support at every stage of the order, starting from the first

and during all the other ones.



Check our offer

Road freight

domestic and international

We strive to be flexible and maintain close relations with the Client. 

This bases the cooperation on conviction that 
we can assist you at every step of the way.

We offer regular connections and short transit times across East, Central and West

Europe. We cooperate with trusted, well-established carriers.

Services we provide:

whole-vehicle transports

cabotage within the EU members

transport of partial loads

transport under controlled temperature/refrigerated

dedicated solo/ express transport

ADR dangerous goods transport

transport of sensitive goods under the supervision

of Customs and Fiscal Office/ SENT

transport of goods under customs seal

transport with pallet exchange

transport and cargo insurance



Check our offer

Customs clearance services 

Services we provide:

customs declarations in all customs procedures, 

including

procedure 42 and 33a

(with deferred VAT), T1 transit customs clearance

temporary storage warehouses

expert knowledge of agents with 20 years of 

experience

comprehensive customs consultancy

Our experienced staff will be your partner 

in going through the customs clearance 

at all stages, thanks to their knowledge 
and commitment. 



Thank you for your attention

Overseas Logistics & Distribution Sp. z o.o.

Gen. Mjr Grochowskiego 7/4 

05-500 Piaseczno

TAX IN: 1231361141

+ 48 516 375 689

kontakt@old.net.pl


